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Abstract

Language And Culture Keep A Very Close Relationship And Are Inseparable. English Language Teaching Is Not Only To Cultivate English Language Learners’ Linguistic Competence, But Also To Promote Their Intercultural Communication Competence. In Fact, English Vocabulary Teaching Is One Part Of Vital Integration In English Language Teaching. Meantime, English Vocabulary Teaching Plays An Important Role In The Cultivation Of English Language Learners’ Intercultural Communication Awareness. Therefore, The Author Attempts To Expound The Significance Of Cultural Elements In English Vocabulary Teaching, Discusses About The Relationship Between Language And Culture, Stresses On The Cultural Connotations Of English Vocabulary Through The Formation Of English Language, Especially In Some Specific Words And Focuses On Some Typical Cases And Analyzes The Functions Of English Vocabulary Teaching For English Language Learners’ Intercultural Communication Awareness. Finally, The Author Puts Forward Some Useful Suggestions To Cultivate The English Language Learners’ Intercultural Communication Awareness Through English Vocabulary Teaching.
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1. Introduction

English Vocabulary Is Fundamental Of English Language Formation. English Vocabulary Teaching Is An Important Component Part Of English Language Teaching. As For English Language Learners, English Vocabulary Acquisition Is A Central Task In Second Language Acquisition. Meanwhile, It Is Vital For The English Language Learners To Learn Different Cultural Connotations From A Large Number Of English Vocabularies. And Then English Language Learners Will Be Cultivated Into Successful Language Learners With Intercultural Communication Awareness.

Since Language Is So Important To Successful Communication, Whenever Possible, Both Parties Involved In Intercultural Communication Should Seek Common Language And Attempt To Understand Cultural Differences In Using The Language. And Intercultural Communication Is Simply Defined As Interpersonal Communication Between Members Of Different Cultures. To Be Successful In Intercultural Communication, It Is Essential That English Language Learners Should Know Not Only Their Own Culture’s Rules But Also The Cultural Rules Of The Person With Whom They Are Interacting. To Some Extent, Intercultural Communication Awareness Indicates “That The Cognitive Aspect Of Intercultural Communication Competence That Refers To The Understanding Of Cultural Conventions That Affect How We Think And Behave.” (Cheng, 2010:35) Therefore, The Author Attempts To Expound The Significance Of Cultural Elements In English Vocabulary Teaching, Discusses About The Relationship Between Language And Culture, Stresses On The Cultural Connotations Of English Vocabulary Through The Formation Of English Language, Especially In Some Specific Words And Focuses On Some Typical Cases And Analyzes The Function Of Cultivation For English Language Learners’ Intercultural Communication Awareness By English Vocabulary Teaching.
2. The Relationship Between Language And Culture

Vocabulary is made of different words. Language is consisted of different vocabularies. To some extent, words are essential of language formation. However, with the formation and development of language, language keeps a close relationship with culture and is a part of culture. No doubt, vocabularies are symbols of a specific language and the primary means by which a culture transmits its beliefs, values and norms. In one word, there is no language without vocabularies, otherwise, there is no culture without language. We may know more things about the relationship between language and culture.

On the one hand, "language is influenced and shaped by culture; (Deng and Liu, 1989:3) it reflects culture. At the same time, language is used in contexts of communication, it is bound up with culture in multiple and complex way. To put it in specific terms, "language embodies cultural reality; language symbolizes cultural reality" (Clarire Kramsch, 2000:37)

At Watkins (1992:318) said: “Language is linked to culture in a complex fashion.” Language is a part of culture and the expression of culture. Thus, language is symbolic representation of a people, and it comprises their historical, social, and cultural backgrounds as well as their approach to life and their ways of living and thinking. And each language is deeply rooted in its culture. So, cultural instruction should be an unavoidable part of language teaching and vocabulary teaching.

On the other hand, culture is an integral part of a language, and that the understanding of English language requires the understanding of its culture. The teacher should introduce cultural background before learning a new word, especially a new noun word, and tell the language learners how to interpret the word meaning in the light of cultural background in order to discover and distinguish multiple layers of meanings in a specific text.

In sum, language and culture are interdependently and inseparably related. They constitute an integral whole. Though they are by no means the same, neither of them could survive without the other. Metaphors can be employed to vividly describe the relationship between them. Some people say that language is the mirror of culture, which means that people see a culture through its language. Others consider that language and culture together form the iceberg. The visible part is the language, with a small part of culture standing out above the sea surface while the greater part, lying hidden beneath the surface of the sea, is the invisible aspect of culture. Still others say that language and culture make a living organism, by which they mean that language is flesh and culture is blood. Without culture, language would be dead and without language, culture would have no shape (Jiang, 2000). In one word, language and culture, different as they are, form a whole.

3. Cultural Connotation of English Vocabulary

People know that English language just like other languages possesses three main elements: phonetic element, lexical element and grammatical structure, of which lexis is the fundamental pillar that supports the huge system of English language and plays an indispensable role in conveying information. Cultural distinctions of English language are most prominent and widespread at the lexical level. Thus, cultural features, especially cultural connotation in English vocabulary, will help English language learners to know and understand effectively the relationship between language and culture, better understand the cultural connotations of English vocabulary, in this way, and really grasp successfully conveying cultural information that English language bears as far as possible. That is to say, English language learners not only remember the meanings of English vocabulary, but also the deep connotations of English vocabulary. Needless to say, it is a special significance for English language learner to learn the cultural connotations of English vocabulary. In the broadest sense, vocabulary is a symbolic representation of one language, and it comprises the
Historical, Social, And Cultural Backgrounds That The Language Has Its Own As Well As The Approach To Life And Their Ways Of Living And Thinking That The English Spoken People Have. And Each Language Is Deeply Rooted In Its Culture. Accordingly, Vocabulary Reflects Cultural Connotations In One Language.


However, Cultural Connotation Of English Vocabulary Is An Integral Part Of English Language, And Learners’ Understanding Of English Language Requires The Understanding Of Its Culture. The Teachers Of English Language Should Introduce Cultural Background Before Learning A New Word Or A Text And Tell The Students How To Interpret The Word Or The Text In The Light Of Cultural Differences In Order To Discover And Distinguish Multiple Layers Of Meanings In Word Or A Text. To Some Extent, Successful English Vocabulary Teaching Should Combine The Use Of Context With A Focus On Lexical Patterns And Groupings. Context Is Crucial For The Learner To Infer The Meaning Of A New Word That Learner Encounters. By Context, It Is Understanding That It “Involves The Learner In Seeking Clues To Meaning By Following A Number Of Defined Steps Which Lead From The Form Of The Word Itself, To Its Immediate Context, And Then To Its Operation In The Surrounding Context” (Carter, 1992).

Also, Honeyfield (1977) Stresses The Importance Of Context In The Teaching Of Vocabulary. He Points Out That Ever With A Functional Vocabulary Of The Three Thousand Most Frequently Occurring Items In English, Learners Will Still Not Know Around 20 Per Cent Of The Items They Will Encounter In An Unsimplified Text. The Problem Confronting Both Teachers And Learners Is That No Course Can Provide Learners With Anything Like The Vocabulary They Will Need To Comprehend Authentic Texts. It Is Therefore Important To Provide Learners With Strategies For Inferring The Meaning Of Unknown Vocabulary From The Context In Which It Occurs Or The Different Meanings Of Known Vocabulary From Their Particular Contexts. Hence, English Language Learners Should Unavoidably Learn Different Cultural Connotations From A Word So That They Will Be Aware That Them Not Only To Master Words’ Pronunciation, Grammar Rules, Literal Meaning But Also To Learn Words’ Cultural Connotative Meaning, So As To Effectively Promote Linguistic Competence And Communicative Competence. Also, The English Language Learners Will Be Gradually Cultivated To Have Their Own Intercultural Communication Awareness.

3.2 Learning The Cultural Connotation Of English Vocabulary Can Help English Language Learner To Better Understand The Cultural Characteristics Of English Language, So As To Enhance Their Intercultural Communication Competence. English Language Learner Clearly Knows That They Should Have A Lot Of English Reading And Special Courses Of English Culture Study And Then They May Master Cultural Connotation Of English Vocabulary Because Most Of The English Vocabulary Listed In Textbooks And Dictionaries Is Not Flanked By Explanations Of Cultural Meaning. In China, Some English Language Teachers Are Influenced A Lot By The Grammar-Translation Method And Have Some Wrong Thoughts About That If The Learner Had Have Good Fundamental Of The Pronunciation And Grammar Of English Vocabulary And Remembered A Lot Of Words By Their Hearts, The Learner Would Certainly Master English Language Quite Well. At The Same Time, English Language Teacher Have Very Heavy Teaching Workloads And Have Limited Time In The Big Size Class, Most Of The English Language Teacher Usually Have Attached Little Attention
To Interpreting The Specific Cultural Connotation Of English Vocabulary. As For Learners, When They Meet An English New Word, They Generally Depend On English Language Teacher And All Sorts Of English Dictionaries To Give Them The English For A Chinese Word, Or The Chinese For An English Word, Without Learning Very Carefully The Individual Connotation Of The Word, The Learners Therefore Can Not Catch The Exact Meaning Of Some Specific English Words Or Can Not Choose The Proper Words To Express Themselves About Some Things Or Some Accidents. We Take One English Word “Individualism” As An Example. The Chinese Learners Always Think This English Word Means “Selfish”, “Thinking More About The Needs, Happiness, Etc, Of Their Own Than About Other People”. But, This Word Originally Means “The Belief That Individual People In Society Should Have The Right To Make Their Own Decisions, Etc, Rather Than Be Controlled By The Government”, “ The Quality Of Being Different From Other People And Doing Things In Your Own Way”. (Wehmeier, 2004:899) Needless To Say, One Word Represents Only One Or Two Meanings Of Their Own, But Also Reflects The Beliefs And Values From Another Culture.

4. Measures Of English Vocabulary

In English Vocabulary Teaching, The English Language Teachers Should Know How To Improve The Learners’ Understanding Cultural Connotations Of English Vocabulary. The Author Put Forward Some Useful Suggestions On Pedagogical Approaches For Efficient English Vocabulary Teaching And Improving The Learners’ Intercultural Communication Awareness. Therefore, The English Language Teachers Should Pay More Attention On Their Teaching Methods, So As To Improve Their Linguistic Competence And Communicative Competence.


4.2 English Language Learners Should Be Developed In Intercultural Awareness Through Learning Cultural Connotation Of English Vocabulary Because English Culture Is An Integral Part Of English Language And Rooted In English Language. Also, Effectively Mastering English Language Requires English Language Learners To Better Understand Its Culture. The English Language Learners Would Obtain The Cultural Knowledge From Given New Words And Would Respect, Tolerant And Accept Different Cultures, And Have Real Intercultural Awareness To Communicate With People From English Cultural Background. Hence, The English Teachers Should Introduce Cultural Background And Connotation Of Given New English Words And Tell The English Language Learners How To Interpret The English Text Or Materials In Class Due To Cultural Differences In Order To Discover And Distinguish Multiple Layers Of Meanings In A Text.

4.3 English Language Learners Should Be Encouraged To Use Different Basic Methods For Learning New English Words. For Example, The English Language Teachers Should Ask The Learners Or The Students To Exploit Available Information To Guess Passage Ideas And Predict Outcomes, And Then Should Let The
Learners know understanding involves more than mere linguistic decoding and tell the learners how to identify the meaning according to the situation. Finally, the English language teachers should proceed from a familiar framework by using familiar instances to exemplify unfamiliar ones, and fill in missing information to bridge the gap between the material context and the learners’ existing knowledge of English culture. The English language learners should associate the known with the unknown while learning some new English words. Especially, the English language teachers should require the learners to attach much attention to the cultural connotation of new English words.

5 Conclusion

As for English language teachers, English vocabulary teaching is one of main English language teaching tasks. Especially, English vocabulary is important component part of English language. Meanwhile, the English language teachers should clearly know the relationship between language and culture, understand the cultural connotations of English vocabulary in order to enhance English learners’ intercultural communication awareness. Because the English learners’ intercultural communication awareness has occupy the vital position in cultivating English learners’ intercultural communication competence, the English language teachers should attach great attention to English vocabulary teaching and take some practical measures to teach English language learners to master the cultural connotations of English vocabulary such as broadening about the depth and breadth of English vocabulary knowledge through English reading and listening materials including different subject of English society, introducing cultural background and connotation of given new English words and using different basic methods for learning new English words, etc. Only in this way, the English language learners can be really encouraged to learn new English words from an intercultural perspective and really understand the cultural connotations of English vocabulary, so as to improve their intercultural communication awareness, and finally enhance their intercultural communication competence.
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